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Announcements

Introducing Sangeetha

Key dates posted

• Assignment release, presentations, …
• Of note: Assignment 1 out Wed., due in a week
• Reading topics still subject to adjustment

No laptop use in lecture please



Undergraduate Networking 
in Three Slides

(including this one)



Layering

A kind of modularity

Functionality separated into layers

• Layer n implements higher-level functionality by 
interfacing only with layer n-1

• Hides complexity of surrounding layers: enables greater 
diversity and evolution of modules
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Tunnel
• VPN
• TOR
• VXLAN
• GRE
• MPLS
• …



Common functionality & problems

Framing, errors, addressing

Reliability, flow control, ordering, 
congestion, ...

Application

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical Encoding of bits Physics, analog-to-digital

Packets on a ‘wire’

Packets across networks
Packets across domains

Process-level 
communication

Anything you want...

Independent parties, scale, routing

Life, the universe, and everything

Addressing, heterogeneity, routing



Grand Challenges



Superconducts up to about -168ºC (-271 ºF)

Bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide  
(BSCCO)

High temperature superconductivity is a
“Grand Challenge” for condensed matter physics

[Photo: James Slezak via Wikimedia]



Grand Challenges

Widely recognized as among the most important 
unsolved problems in a field

• P vs. NP
• natural language understanding
• bug-free programs
• moving society to carbon-neutral energy
• preventing cancer
• ...



Grand Challenges in networking?

Getting an A in this class?



GC’s in networking

1.“What I’m working on!”

2.High level objectives

• Security & privacy
• Reliability
• Usability

• Different than P vs. NP: hard to even define “security”; 
objectives involve tradeoffs

An Informal Survey



Unreliability: One Example



Internet Routing
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Instability causes outages

BD X
ABD

CBD

C

• Link state changes
• Router failures
• Config. changes
• ...

• Loops
• Detection delay
• Black holes

�

A
Forwarding loop

� FAIL

CACBDEventually, control message: Loop detected!



Instability causes outages

Internet

Destination
site

Source 
sites

X

[F. Wang, Z. M. Mao, J. Wang, L. Gao, R. Bush SIGCOMM’06]



Instability causes outages

5 − 3 = 2. The reordering offset provides insights into the buffer
size needed to restore proper order of received packets.

3.4 Identifying Routing Failures
We use a combination of active traceroute and ping measure-

ments to identify whether packet loss bursts are caused by routing

failures. Packet loss can be attributed to network congestion or

routing dynamics. It has been shown that routing dynamics can

lead to temporary route loss or forwarding loops [26, 1, 21]. We

call such routing dynamics routing failures. An ideal method to

identify whether a packet loss burst can be attributed to routing

failures, is to correlate the loss burst with routing changes, includ-

ing BGP and IGP routing information, from all routers involving in

the burst. Unfortunately, identifying the root cause of packet loss

requires obtaining such a large set of routing information frommul-

tiple ISPs and multiple routers, which is extremely difficult, if not

impossible. Instead, we use ICMP response messages, as measured

by traceroutes and pings to identify routing failures.

We derive loss bursts and correlate them with unreachable re-

sponses from traceroutes and pings. In particular, we correlate

loss bursts with ICMP messages using the time window [-1 sec,

1 sec] since hosts in PlanetLab are time synchronized via NTP.

When a router does not have a route entry for an incoming packet,

it will send an ICMP network unreachable error message back to

the source to indicate that the destination is unreachable if it is al-

lowed to do so. Based on the ICMP response message, we can

determine when and which router does not have a route entry to

the Beacon host. Loss bursts that have corresponding unreachable

ICMP messages are attributed to routing failures.

In addition, if a packet is trapped in forwarding loops, its TTL

value will increase until the value reaches the maximum value at

some router. The router will send a “TTL exceeded” message back

to the source. We can observe forwarding loops from the traceroute

data. In general, from traceroute and ping probes, we can determine

whether a router loses its route to the Beacon host and whether there

is a forwarding loop.

Since ICMP packets can be lost, disabled, or filtered by routers,

it is possible that there is no corresponding ICMPmessage for some

loss bursts even if those loss bursts might be caused by routing fail-

ures. As a result, we may underestimate the number of loss bursts

due to routing failures. Therefore, the number of loss bursts caused

by routing failures might be more than what can be identified by

our methodology.

4. FAILOVER EVENTS
In this section, we characterize data plane performance during

failover events. First, we observe that most packet loss bursts oc-

cur during failover events. Second, we present the extent to which

packet loss is caused by routing failures. Finally, we show that

routing failures can cause multiple loss bursts during one failover

event. In addition, we characterize the locations that routing fail-

ures occur.

4.1 Data Plane Performance
We measure the performance (in terms of loss, delay, and packet

reordering) based on UDP packet probes from 37 PlanetLab sites

to the BGP Beacon during the entire month of July 2005. There are

two kinds of failover events: (1) withdrawing the route advertised

to ISP1 (denoted as “failover-1”) and (2) withdrawing the route
advertised to ISP2 (denoted as “failover-2”). Each day, there are
four failover events: two for each type. Among the 37 probing

hosts, 14 hosts choose the path via ISP1 and 23 hosts choose the
path via ISP2, when routes to both ISPs are announced. The with-
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Figure 2: Number of loss bursts starting at each second.

drawal of the chosen route currently used by a host to reach the

BGP Beacon forces the host to switch to the alternate, less pre-

ferred route (we refer to it as a path change).

At each probing host, UDP probing starts at 10 minutes before

the injection of withdrawal messages and lasts for 20 minutes (i.e.,

till 10 minutes after the injection of withdrawal messages). To un-

derstand the packet loss around failover events, we measure the

number of loss bursts starting at each second. Here, we consider

consecutively lost packets as one loss burst. The time for the last re-

ceived packet before the loss burst is the start time of the loss burst.

Figure 2 shows the number of loss bursts over all probing hosts

and failover events for the entire duration of our study. The x-axis
represents the start time of a loss burst, where the start time is mea-

sured (in seconds) relative to the injection of withdrawal messages.

We observe that the majority of loss bursts occur right after time 0,

i.e., the time when a withdrawal message is advertised. The large

number of loss bursts occurred during the time period [100 sec,

200 sec] in Figure 2(a) is most likely due to congestion because

we observe no route changes in our traceroute measurements and

no corresponding ICMP messages. After the failover event, traffic,

including UDP probings, pings, and traceroutes, sent by probing

hosts can cause congestion at some routers within ISP2 or the link
between ISP2 and the Beacon. Note that there is no time synchro-
nization problem because both the time for a loss burst occurring

and the time for injecting a withdrawal message are measured by

the clock on the BGP Beacon.

To understand the extent to which failover events can cause packet

loss, we divide the time period that UDP packet probing is per-

formed into three intervals: (1) before path change: the interval

from the start time of UDP packet probing to the injection of with-

drawal messages, (2) during path change: the interval from the

injection of the withdrawal message to the time that path from the

probing host to the Beacon is stabilized, and (3) after path change:

the interval from the time the path from the probing host to the Bea-

con is stabilized till the end time of UDP packet probing. We use

traceroute to estimate path change duration for each failover event,

where we observe the IP-level path changing from the old stable

path to the new stable path. The path change duration is measured

by the time period between these two stable states. We measure

the following four performance metrics during each of the three in-

tervals of a failover event: (1) loss burst length (i.e., the number

of consecutively lost packets in the loss burst), (2) round-trip delay,

(3) number of reordered packets, and (4) offset of reordered packet.

Figure 3(a) shows distributions of loss burst length before, dur-

ing, and after a path change for failover-1 events. The x-axis is
shown in logscale. We find that the packet loss burst during path

changes can have as many as 480 consecutive packets. Compared

to the loss burst length during a path change, the packet loss burst

length before and after a path change are quite short. Figures 3(b)-

(d) show the cumulative distribution of the average round-trip de-
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Figure 3: Data plane performance during failover-1 events in which the route via ISP1 is withdrawn.
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Figure 4: Data plane performance during failover-2 events in which the route via ISP2 is withdrawn.

lays, number of reordered packets, and the average reordering off-

set. We find that failover events have significant impact on packet

round-trip delays. In the worst case, during path changes, packet

round-trip delays can be more than 500msec. We observe that the

number of reordered packets for most hosts during failover events

is small. Only one PlanetLab host experiences more than 400 re-

ordered packets after failover events, which is probably due to some

anomalies along the path. However, the offset of reordered packets

is larger during failover events than those before and after failover

events. This indicates that path changes usually increase the de-

gree of packet reordering and would require larger buffer sizes for

real-time applications.

Figure 4 shows the performance characterization using the same

metrics for failover-2 events (i.e., the route via ISP2 is withdrawn).
Most observations we made for Figure 3 also hold here. These

failover events have more impact on packet round-trip delays than

the failover events when the route via ISP1 is withdrawn. In the
worst case, the round-trip time could be 900 msec. More reordered

packets are observed. Nevertheless, these reordered packets have

smaller reordering offset on average. Because failover events have

the most impact on loss burst length, we will focus on identifying

the cause of the long packet loss bursts during path changes.

4.2 Root Causes of Loss Bursts

We correlate loss bursts with ICMP messages using the method

described in Section 3.4. During the failover-1 events, 50% of loss

bursts can be identified as caused by routing failures. During the

failover-2 events, 52% of loss bursts are identified as caused by

routing failures. To understand the extent to which routing failures

affect packet loss, we focus on two kinds of routing failures: (1)

loop-free routing failures and (2) forwarding loops.

Table 2 shows the number of failover events, the number of loss

bursts, and the amount of packet loss caused by routing failures.

We verify that 23% of the loss bursts, corresponding to 76% of lost

packets, are caused by routing failures, including both loop-free

routing failures and forwarding loops. We are unable to verify the

Table 2: Overall packet loss caused by routing failures during

failover events
Causes Failover Loss Lost

events bursts packets

Verified as routing failures 659 (56%) 846 (23%) 68343 (76%)

–Loop-free 451 (68%) 607 (71%) 37751 (55%)

–Forwarding loops 208 (32%) 239 (29%) 30592 (45%)

Unverified as routing failures 539 (44%) 2875 (77%) 21948 (24%)

remaining 77% of loss bursts, which correspond to only 24% of

packet loss. These loss bursts may be caused by either congestion

or routing failures for which traceroute or ping is not sufficient (due

to either insufficient probe frequency or lack of ICMP messages)

for the verification.

As we will see later, more than half of the routing failures oc-

cur within ISP1. On the contrary, only a small portion of the
routing failures occur within ISP2 upon withdrawal of the pre-
ferred route via ISP2. We continue to examine whether routing
failures do occur within ISP2, which are not visible from ICMP

messages. We use BGP updates collected from 12 routers within

ISP2 to examine if those monitored routers experience routing
failures. Among all the 724 failover events at those 12 backbone

router (2 × 31 × 12 = 724), we observe 584 withdrawal mes-
sages from those monitored routers. That means that over 80% of

all the failover events have routing failures. We also observe that

the occurrence of withdrawal messages is right after the occurrence

of failover events, and the withdrawal message is quickly replaced

by an announcement. This means that during the failover events,

routers within ISP2 indeed temporarily lose their routes to the
Beacon. However, most of these transient routing failures are not

visible as packet loss bursts in the data plane.

We measure the duration of a loss burst as the time interval be-

tween the latest received packet before the loss and the earliest one

after the loss. Figure 5(a) shows the duration of loss bursts that can

and cannot be verified as caused by routing failures. Again, we ob-

More outages Longer outages

[F. Wang, Z. M. Mao, J. Wang, L. Gao, R. Bush SIGCOMM’06]

(...and higher latency, packet reordering,
router CPU load during instability)

Failure
injected

Outage length (sec)



Many sources of unreliability

Congestion

• no end-to-end bandwidth reservations in the Internet

Configuration or software bugs

Failures or delays

• in network, DNS servers, caches, application servers, ...



Insecurity: one example



Prefix hijacking

Anyone can advertise routes for any IP prefix!

How can hijacker get the advertised routes to actually 
be used by other ASes?

• Announce more specific (longer) prefix than real owner
• Now everyone’s traffic is “blackholed”

Can protect against this (Secure BGP), but...

• it’s not deployed today
• and even then, can still cleverly (or accidentally) attract 

traffic and eavesdrop



From hijacking to MITM

Man in the Middle (MITM) attack

• Traffic to a destination redirected (not blackholed) 
through an attacker

• Attacker can watch everything you do without you 
noticing

What’s the key problem here?

How can attacker forward traffic to destination,
if attacker is pretending to be the destination?



From hijacking to MITM

Man in the Middle (MITM) attack

• Traffic to a destination redirected (not blackholed) 
through an attacker

• Attacker can watch everything you do without you 
noticing

What’s the key problem here?
How can attacker forward traffic to destination,
if attacker is pretending to be the destination?

Let’s see how…
[Kapela and Pilosov, DEFCON’08]



Hijacking + eavesdropping

1.A finds legitimate path ABD 
for 128.2.0.0/16
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Hijacking + eavesdropping

1.A finds legitimate path ABD 
for 128.2.0.0/16

2.A sends semi-bogus 
announcement of path ABD 
for 128.2.0.0/17

3.Result:

• ASes (here B) on real path 
keep using real path 
because of loop elimination

• All other ASes use route 
through A (/17 beats /16)

4.A forwards traffic to B
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Hijacking + eavesdropping
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Kapela & Pilosov also described how 
to spoof traceroute information to be 

even more undetectable.



January 5, 2017 incident

Routes to several pornographic sites (and later Apple 
iTunes) change

Iranian state ISP



January 5, 2017 incident

Routes to several pornographic sites (and later Apple 
iTunes) change

Recovery after owner finds out and takes action

Source:
http://dyn.com/blog/iran-leaks-censorship-via-bgp-hijacks/



December 12, 2017 incident

AS 39523 (DV-LINK-AS, Russia) hijacks routes

• 80 IP prefixes from Russian networks and also Google, 
Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, NTT, Riot Games & more

• Two intervals of about 3 minutes
• Announcement propagated largely via Hurricane Electric

Sources:
https://bgpmon.net/

popular-destinations-
rerouted-to-russia/

https://dyn.com/blog/
recent-russian-

routing-leak-was-
largely-preventable/

https://bgpmon.net/popular-destinations-rerouted-to-russia/
https://bgpmon.net/popular-destinations-rerouted-to-russia/
https://bgpmon.net/popular-destinations-rerouted-to-russia/
https://dyn.com/blog/recent-russian-routing-leak-was-largely-preventable/
https://dyn.com/blog/recent-russian-routing-leak-was-largely-preventable/
https://dyn.com/blog/recent-russian-routing-leak-was-largely-preventable/
https://dyn.com/blog/recent-russian-routing-leak-was-largely-preventable/


Grand Challenges in networking

1.“What I’m working on!”

2.Nebulous high level objectives

• Security & privacy
• Reliability
• Usability

3.Why does networking lack a crisp Grand Challenge?

• Infrastructure needs to support highly diverse and 
dynamic goals, applications, and environments

An Informal Survey

• Complexity



Grand Challenges in networking

Meta-challenge:

How do we make the Internet
evolvable?



Announcements

Reviews due by 11:59 pm Tuesday:

• A protocol for packet network intercommunication 
(Cerf and Kahn, 1974)

• The Design Philosophy of the DARPA Internet Protocols 
(Clark, 1988)

http://www.cs.illinois.edu/~pbg/courses/cs598fa09/readings/ck74.pdf
http://www.cs.illinois.edu/~pbg/courses/cs598fa09/readings/c88.pdf


Micro-presentations

For those of you looking for project teams, tell us

• Your technical background
• Areas you’re interested in studying, if you have ideas


